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Finding effective therapies for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is an ongoing challenge for both researchers and clinicians. Enthusiasm for new treatment options emerging from in vitro, preclinical, and clinical studies is often tempered by limited patient benefits and associated side effects, tolerated in some cases due to the lack of alternatives. The complexity of identifying effective treatment options resides in several features of HCC, notably the extraordinary heterogeneity in molecular alterations among different patients (1-3), the lack of consistent alterations associated with oncogene addictions (4), and a so-called “non-oncogene addiction” by which tumorigenicity results from the action of non-mutated genes (5,6). This complex configuration also prevents identification of unequivocal alterations used to design therapies, as for some other cancer types. Current HCC treatments are based on the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) guidelines according to the stage of lesions among other parameters. For HCC at early stages (30–40% of HCC patients), treatments include lesion resection, liver transplantation, radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and microwave ablation (MWA), achieving a median overall survival (OS) of more than 60 months. For HCC at intermediate stages (~20% of HCC patients), the advised treatment is generally transarterial chemoembolization (TACE), achieving an OS of 20 months. For HCC at advanced stages (~40% of HCC patients), targeted therapies are the most frequent treatments, leading to an OS of 11 months with most targeted monotherapies. For HCC at terminal stages, only palliative care is provided (~10% of HCC patients), with less than 3 months OS (7,8).

Over the last years, targeted HCC therapies introduced into the clinic have included multiple Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (RTK) inhibitors, such as sorafenib, cabozantinib, lenvatinib, and regorafenib. Limited responsiveness to these monotherapies is nevertheless a major problem, essentially due to primary or secondary resistance, the latter developing after treatment. Recently, a combined targeted therapy has gained particular attention and is currently used as a first line of HCC treatment, based on atezolizumab plus bevacizumab (an anti-PD-1 immunotherapy plus anti-VEGFR), with a median OS of 19 months (9). Clinicians have even suggested that treatment options previously settled according to BCLC guidelines be revisited by applying this combinatorial treatment before ablation. Despite the high median survival rate of HCC patients following this immunotherapy, severe side effects have been reported in some cases. Therefore, new, potent treatment options are still needed for different HCC patient subgroups.

Jin et al. recently published in Nature the outcome of a synthetic lethality screen using a kinome-centred CRISPR-Cas9 library to identify genes driving lenvatinib resistance (10). The authors found that several guide RNAs (gRNAs) targeting the Epithelial Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) gene were depleted in the presence of lenvatinib, leading them to investigate the role of EGFR in lenvatinib resistance. Through a thorough set of complementary in vitro and in vivo studies, the authors showed that targeting EGFR confers responsiveness of HCC cells to lenvatinib. The combinatorial treatment effects consistently correlate with high levels of EGFR expression (EGFRhigh),
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as $\text{EGFR}^\text{low}$ HCC cell lines and patients do not respond. The authors revisited the results of their synthetic lethality screen to search for possible mechanisms underlying the effect of lenvatinib treatment while targeting EGFR. They found depletion of PAK2 and ERK5 gRNAs in cells treated with lenvatinib. The role of the EGFR/PAK2/ERK5 axis in lenvatinib resistance was investigated by a series of biological and biochemical studies (Figure 1), revealing its contribution among other mechanisms that likely remain to be uncovered.

The study by Jin et al. opens new possibilities to confer responsiveness of a HCC patient subgroup to lenvatinib through the simultaneous use of EGFR blocking agents like gefitinib or erlotinib. This combination may have the potential to limit intrinsic and acquired resistance over time, and to extend the range of patients for whom lenvatinib could be beneficial. Nevertheless, the work of Jin et al. also opens a number of intriguing questions that will be important to address in the future.

A first topic concerns the specificity in RTK targeting underlying this type of combinatorial strategy. The authors partially addressed this issue in relation to the spectrum of action of lenvatinib, which predominantly targets FGFR1-4, VEGFR1-3, PDGFRα, KIT, and RET. Results showed that selective blockage of EGFR plus FGFRs recapitulates synthetic lethality, thus pointing to these RTKs as the main targets in the cellular contexts explored by Jin et al. (10). Additionally, they reported no significant effects of EGFR blockage plus sorafenib (predominantly targeting VEGFR2, VEGFR3, FLT3, PDGFRβ, KIT, B-RAF, C-RAF), consistent with previous studies (11). In relation to other multi-tyrosine kinase inhibitors used in the clinic for HCC treatment, it would be particularly interesting to assess whether EGFR blockage elicits synergistic effects with cabozantinib (predominantly targeting MET, AXL, KIT, VEGFR2-3, RET, FLT3, ROS1, TYRO3, MER, TIE2) or with regorafenib (predominantly targeting VEGFR1-3, PDGFRβ, KIT, FGFR, RET, CSFR, TIE2, B-RAF, C-RAF). Outcomes could be relevant to exploit the use of EGFR inhibitors in other combinatorial therapies for $\text{EGFR}^\text{low}$ HCC patients who may not respond to the lenvatinib + gefitinib combination. Furthermore, this issue of specificity could be relevant in relation to mechanisms of feedback activation following RTK inhibition, which can occur through: (I) signalling reprogramming via compensatory mechanisms [such as the EGFR/PAK2/ERK5 pathway reported in this study (10)], (II) substitution by other RTKs to ensure signalling activation, an event named as “RTK switching” (12).

A second topic regards the proportion of tumours that respond to lenvatinib + gefitinib treatment and the degree of response. Jin et al. reported that response to
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this drug combination correlates with the $EGFR^{\text{high}}$ status, representing about 50% of HCC patients documented in this study. This may represent a valuable criterion to identify putative responding patients. Nevertheless, Jin et al. showed that not all $EGFR^{\text{high}}$ tumours responded to the same extent. As HCC patients included in the study were previously treated with lenvatinib alone, the emergence of resistant clones cannot be ruled out. This configuration could be bypassed by the use of combined lenvatinib + gefitinib as a first line treatment. However, a secondary resistance may not be the only explanation for the partial response of some tumours. Indeed, Jin et al. showed that combined gefitinib plus lenvatinib treatment only partially reduced tumour growth in patient derived xenografts, as compared to the impaired tumour growth in HCC cell line xenografts. Ongoing clinical trial (NCT04642547) will clarify the robustness of the lenvatinib + gefitinib drug combination, possibly in relation to additional molecular features for future identification of responding patients. This would define supplementary criteria to narrow down the subgroup of HCC patients most likely to benefit from this combination, while redirecting $EGFR^{\text{high}}$ non-responsive patients to more suitable treatments. Hence, it will be important to elucidate the specificity of action at the molecular and cellular levels, for example, in relation to the activation and expression levels of other RTKs. Outcomes may also uncover molecular mechanisms behind non-responding $EGFR^{\text{high}}$ or $EGFR^{\text{low}}$ tumours. Additionally, it would be pertinent to assess whether pulses of lenvatinib + gefitinib treatment keep HCC under control over time, potentially limiting side effects and resistant clones emerging following a drastic depletion of responding cells. This configuration could allow transforming lesions into a chronic, controlled disease. Such configuration might be also relevant to the arising concept of non-genetic mechanisms of secondary resistance, which relies on the capacity of some drivers to confer plasticity to cancer cells to escape anticancer effects (13).

Another topic that deserves additional research concerns the effects of combined lenvatinib plus gefitinib therapy on the composition of immune cell types within the tumour microenvironment. In this regard, Jin et al. looked the presence of some immune cell types in relation to single and combined treatments. Among the changes reported, natural killer (NK) and CD8$^+$ T cells were increased in the combination treated tumours. Along this line, it has been reported that the $EGFR$ inhibitor Icotinib elicited stronger effects in a subgroup of HCC patients with both high $EGFR$ and programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) (14). A thorough characterisation of immune cell type composition associated with the combinatorial treatment would be highly informative to design pertinent immunotherapies, particularly for tumours in which regression is only partial.

Overall, the work of Jin et al. introduces a new combinatorial treatment option for HCC, the robustness of which as an effective therapy needs to be further documented. The new results also point to future possibilities by which the response to multi-kinase inhibitors currently used in the clinic may be enhanced by combining them with other agents, the potency and safety of which have been documented by their clinical use for other types of cancer. A major challenge that remains to be achieved is the stratification of HCC patients according to molecular signatures. This would maximize the choice of therapy options for HCC patient subsets, and reduce the risk that new treatment options will be discounted due to the inclusion of non-responsive patients in clinical trials.
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